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Abstract 
This paper deals with certain edge labelings of graphs. After having introduced the concepts 
of a weak antimagic graph and an Egyptian magic graph, the authors showed that every 
connected graph of order 23 is weakly antimagic and proved some interesting relations 
between the different edge labelings. 
1. Introduction 
Interest in graph labeling problems began in the mid-1960s with a conjecture of 
Ringel [6] and a paper by Rosa [7]. In the intervening 25 years, well over 200 papers 
on this topic have appeared. While most of them deal with integers, Hartsfield [4] 
presents another version of graph labeling using so-called Egyptian fractions (proper 
unit fractions) and belonging to the class of edge labelings. Another kind of edge 
labelings is derived from the well-known magic square and is introduced by Ringel 
and Hartsfield in [S] and leads to magic, supermagic and antimagic graphs. Hartsfield 
conjectures in [4] that every tree of order 2 3 is Egyptian, and Ringel and Hartsfield 
conjecture in [S] that every connected graph of order >3 is antimagic. These two 
conjectures motivated us to investigate these two special versions of edge labelings. In 
[3], the two authors succeed in proving Hartsfield’s conjecture totally. Instead of 
antimagic graphs the authors introduce weakly antimagic graphs and succeed in 
showing that every weakly antimagic graph labeling yields an Egyptian labeling and 
vice versa. Recently, Burosch and Bodendiek presented an independent proof in Cl] 
that every connected graph of order 3 3 is Egyptian. 
In this paper, we introduce the concepts of a weakly antimagic graph and of an 
Egyptian magic graph and show some interesting relations between magic, super- 
magic, Egyptian magic, weakly antimagic and Egyptian labelings of graphs. 
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2. Basic denotations and notions 
Let r denote the set of all finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. 
Furthermore we confine ourselves to connected graphs G=( V, E) in r of order 
IVI=n83 withvertexset V={U~,...,U,} andedgesetE=(e1,...,e,},m>/2.1fvisan 
arbitrary vertex of such a graph G = (V, E) then Z(u) := (eeE(G)I e is incident to t’}. 
Hartsfield [4] has introduced Egyptian graphs by the definition that a graph 
G=( V, E)E~ is called Egyptian, iff there exists a labeling of the edges of G with 
mutually distinct proper unit fractions, so that the sum of the labels at any given 
vertex is again a unit fraction, and no two vertices have the same sum. Now we 
provide a more formal definition of Egyptian graph and Egyptian labeling [3]. 
Definition 1. Let U = { l/ala~lV, a> l} be the set of proper unit fractions, and let 
G =( V(G), E(G))eT be a connected graph of order 2 2. An injective mapping 
f: E(G) + U is called an edge labeling of G with proper unit fractions. Then the 
mapping gf defined by 
I V(G) - Q, gr: u 
i 
- g&J= C f(e) 
eel(u) 
is called an induced mapping on V byf. 
By means of Definition 1 we are now able to give the following formal definition of 
an Egyptian graph. 
Definition 2. A connected graph G =( V, E)E~ is an Egyptian graph iff there exists an 
edge labelingfwith proper unit fractions, such that the induced mapping gr on V is 
injective and Im gr = g,( V) E U. 
If G is an Egyptian graph, then the edge labeling f with proper unit fractions is 
called an Egyptian labeling (of the edges) of G. 
Fig. 1 shows some examples of Egyptian graphs. Fig. 2 shows a graph G with an 
edge labeling f with proper unit fractions, such that the induced mapping gs has the 
same value g,(u) = & at every vertex v of G, i.e. gr is a constant mapping. 
In these examples we meet edge-labelings with proper unit fractions analogously to 
the well-known antimagic resp. magic labelings of graphs with integers. 
In order to explore this analogy more deeply we need some further definitions. 
Definition 3. (a) A connected graph G = (V, E)E~ is weakly antimagic, iff there exists 
an injective mapping: 
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Fig. I. 
l/l68 l/168 l/168 
Fig. 2 
such that the induced mapping gf by 
! V(G) - N 
sJ-:j u 
! - g/(u)= c .I’(4 ecl(tg 
is injective. 
If G is weakly antimagic and if .I’ is a corresponding injective mapping then .f is 
called a weakly antimagic labeling of G. 
Now we get the following definition of an antimagic labeling. 
(b) A graph G=( P: E)ET is antimagic iff G is weakly antimagic and 
f’(E)={l,... ,m}. In this case we call ,f an antimagic labeling of G. 
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Fig. 3. 
Figure 3 shows some antimagic labelings of the path PIO, the cycle of C6, the star 
SS=l *5 and the wheel W7=1 *CT. 
It is easy to see that these labelings can be generalized for the corresponding class of 
graphs to which these examples belong. 
Definition 4. (a) A connected graph G=( V, E)E~ of order >2 is magic [2], iff there 
exists an injective mapping f defined by 
such that the induced mapping gf by 
i V(G) - N Y.f : 
I 
v - sf@)= C fW 
etI(0) 
is a constant mapping. 
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If G is magic and if f is a corresponding injective mapping then we call f a magic 
labeling of G. 
(b) A graph G=( V, E)ET is supermagic [Z] iff G is magic and f(E)= { 1,. . , WI>. 
In this case we will call fa supermagic labeling of G. 
Definitiou 5. A connected graph G=(V,E)fr is Egyptian magic iff there exists an 
injective mapping 
f: {:;!& 
such that the induced mapping gf by 
I v- Q, 
CTf :i 
j 2J - sfk)= c “04 
eeffn) 
is a constant mapping with Im gJ z U. 
In order to establish a relationship between labelings of graphs with integers and 
labelings with unit fractions, we need the concept of ~-enlargement of an edge labeling, 
which we define next. 
Definition 6. Let G=( P’, E)E r be a graph with edge labeling f: E(G) -+Q. For 
k~ U u fV the edge labeling 
of G is called k-enlargement of the edge labeling f of G. 
3. Properties of the edge labelings 
First we prove the following lemma, which links the induced mapping of an edge 
labeling f with the induced mapping of a k-enlargement ffk) off: 
Lemma. Let G =( V, E)E~ be a graph with edge labeling f: E(G) -+ Q of G with rational 
numbers, and let 
’ V(G) 
I 
- Q, 
Bf: 
V ----+ gf@)= 1 f(e) 
eel(v) 
be the induced mapping on V byj For any kg U v N, letf tk) be a k-enlargement ofJ then 
for the induced mappi~zg gfa) off lk) the following is true: 
g&v) = kg, (u) for every Z’E V(G). 
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Proof. For an arbitrary kE U u N let fck) be the k-enlargement of an edge labeling fof 
G with rational numbers. Then for every VE V(G) 
Since DE V(G) is arbitrary and kE U u N and gs(r)&, gr(k) is indeed a mappiwz from 
V(G) into Q, and we have g,-ckl = kg,. 0 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E)E~ be a connected graph of order 3 3. 
(a) Zf f: E(G)+ N is a weakly antimagic labeling of G, then for eoery kg N, the 
k-enlargement f (k) off is a weakly antimagic labeling. 
(b) Iff : E(G) -+ N is a magic labeling of G, then for every kE N, the k-enlargement f (k) 
off is a magic labeling. 
(c) Zff: E(G) + U is an Egyptian labeling of G, then for every kE U, the k-enlargement 
f (k’ off is an Egyptian labeling. 
Proof. Let G = (V, E)E~ be a connected graph of order 2 3. 
(a) Let f: E(G) +N be a weakly antimagic labeling of G, and keN The k- 
enlargement ftk): E(G) + N with f (‘j(e) := kf ( ) e is obviously injective. The lemma 
shows, that for every VEV(G) we have gfCk,(v)= k.g,(v). Since g/(V) &N, g/(k) is 
a mapping from V into N. Since gJ is injective, gl(k) is also injective. 
(b) Let f: E(G)-+N be a magic labeling of G, and kEN. The k-enlargement 
fCk’: E(G) + N, with f (k) := kf is obviously injective. For the induced mapping gflk) we 
have (cf. Lemma) grlk)= k. gr, hence gjlk) is a mapping from V into N. Since g, is 
a constant mapping, grlk) is also constant. 
(c) Let f: E(G) + U be an Egyptian labeling of G, then for the induced mapping 
gr : V(G) + U we have Im gr c U. For an arbitrary kE U the k-enlargement f (k) = kf of 
the injective mapping f is obviously also injective; furthermore Im f (k) c U. Hence f (k) 
is an edge labelling of G with proper unit fractions. According to our lemma we have 
gSW= g/. k Since gf is injective, gf Ck, is also injective. Hence for every keU the 
k-enlargement f ck) of an Egyptian labeling is an Egyptian one. 0 
Theorem 2. Let G =( V, E)E~ be an arbitrary connected graph of order 3 3. Then G has 
a magic labeling lf G has an Egyptian magic labeling. 
Proof. Let G=( V, E) be a magic graph. According to Definition 4 there exists an 
injective mapping f: E(G)+ N, such that the induced mapping g/: V+ N with 
Sf(“) := Ceel(“) f(e) is a constant mapping. In order to construct an appropriate 
k-enlargement, let k’ := 2 gcm( f (eI), . . . ,f(e,), gf(vl)). Then we are able to show that 
the k-enlargementfCk’ with k :=(l/k’)EU off is an edge labeling of G with proper unit 
fractions, such that the induced mapping gslk) is constant and Im gflk) G U. The choice 
of k’ guarantees that for the range of f . (k). E(G) +Q in fact f ‘k’(E) z U holds, 
i.e. fCk) is an edge labeling of G with proper unit fractions. Due to the choice of k’, for the 
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induced mapping gf ,kI : V(G) -+ Q, the inclusion grkl( I’) E U is true. Since gs is a constant 
mapping, gflk)= k.gf is also constant. Hence G has an Egyptian magic labelling. 
Now assume that G = (V, E) is an Egyptian magic graph. Then there exists an 
edge labeling f: E(G) + U of G with proper unit fractions, such that the induced 
mapping g,: V(G)+Q is a constant mapping with ImgJ E U. Let 
k :=gcm(llf(e,), . . . , llf(e,), l/gf(vl)). Since f is injective, the k-enlargement ftk)= kf 
is also injective. Due to the choice of k, we have Imftk) E N. Since gf is a constant 
mapping, the induced mapping g/(k)= k. gs is also constant and gf,4 V) E N. Hence 
G has a magic labeling. 0 
Corollary. Every connected graph G=(V, E)E~ of order ~3 which has a supermagic 
labeling also has an Egyptian magic labeling. 
Proof. Since every supermagic graph is magic, the proposition follows from the 
previous theorem. 0 
Theorem 3. Every connected graph G=( V, E&r, G # K2 has a weakly antimagic 
labeling. 
Proof. Let G =( V, E) be a connected graph # K2 with IEl =m and 1 V/I = n > 3. The 
mapping f; 
obviously is an injective edge labeling. The induced mapping gf defined by 
‘V 
1 
- N 
Sf: 
u - g/(o)= 1 f(e) 
esI(v) 
is also injective because the labeling g,(o) of every vertex VE V is a sum of different 
powers of two and hence can be interpreted as the binary representation of a natural 
number, which is unique. 0 
In addition to [l] we are now able to give an independent proof of the fact that 
every connected graph G # K2 has an Egyptian labeling. 
Theorem 4. Eoery connected graph G=(V, E)E~, G #K, has an Egyptian labeling. 
Proof. Let G =( V, E)E~, G # K2 be a connected graph. As in Theorem 3 we choose 
the following weakly antimagic labeling for G: 
, i=l 9 ... 9 m, IEl=m. 
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Fig. 4. 
The induced mapping gr has the form 
I v - N, c7.f: Ui - g/(0,)= C f(e), i=l,...,m, esI(v,) 
and is injective (c.f. Theorem 3). Let k’ :=2gcm(f(e,), . . . ,f(e,), g/(vl), . . . ,g,(u,)), 
then f w = k .f with k = (l/k’)E U off is an Egyptian labeling of G. Since f is injective, 
f@)= kfis injective. The choice of k yieldsfck)(E) c U. Hencefck’ is an edge labeling of 
G with proper unit fractions. Our lemma shows that gslk) = kg,. Since gr is injective, 
gf(kj is also injective. Moreover, due to the choice of k, we have Imgl(kl E U. Conse- 
quently fck) is an Egyptian labeling of G. q 
Fig. 4 shows an Egyptian labeling of C4 whose 72-enlargement only yields a weakly 
antimagic labeling of C4, though an antimagic labeling of C4 exists. 
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